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Computer Project:  Roundoff Error in Matrix Calculations       Name________________________________ 
 
Purpose:  To see some of the effects of roundoff error by solving a variety of linear systems, using three different  

algorithms.   Some of these problems involve poorly conditioned matrices.   
Prerequisite:  Section 2.2, discussion of condition number in Section 2.3; and a diskette for storing your diary file. 
MATLAB functions used:  *, -, \ , format, diary, inv, rand, norm, hilb, cond, and rref   
 
Background.  Most computer calculations use floating point arithmetic, not exact arithmetic.  This means each number is 
stored in “mantissa-exponent” format, with only the first few significant digits kept in the mantissa and all trailing digits 
simply lost, or “chopped.”  In base 10 a floating point number looks like  ±d0.d1d2... dn (10x), where each d i is an integer 
between 0 and 9 and d0 is not zero unless the number is exactly zero.  Because of chopping, there will almost always be 
some roundoff error when numb ers are stored and when calculations are done.  
  Computers usually use base 16 arithmetic, but display numbers in base 10 format.  Also, they have more digits 
stored for a number than they usually display.  You can decide how many digits you want to see, whether exponents are 
shown, etc.  Changing the display format does not change the number that is stored, only the way it gets printed out.   
 
1. (MATLAB)  Type the following commands to see some of the different ways MATLAB can display numbers.  It starts 
out in the default mode, which is called "format short."   For each command, record the result on the right:   
    

x = 12.123456789123456789    

format  long,  x      

format  long  e,  x      

format  short  e,  x 

format  short       

y = .0012123456789123456789  

format  long,  y      

format  long  e,  y      

format  short  e,  y       

Inspect the result for each format, for both  x  and  y, to be sure you understand the different formats.  

More background.   It is important to be able to estimate the accuracy of a computer solution, and to be able to detect 
when a solution is likely to be inaccurate.  Here is one way to check accuracy.  When  x1  is a calculated solution to Ax = b, 
the vector  r1 =  b – Ax1  is called the residual vector, or just the residual.  Notice that theoretically  r1  should be 
identically zero, but usually it is not, because of roundoff error.  However, if  r1  is quite small, that is a good sign that the 
calculated solution  x1  is probably reasonably accurate.   

It is helpful to define the norm, or length  of a vector  x  as  ||x|| =    x ..   x x 2
n

2
2

2
1 +++ .  For example, if    

x = [-4  2  –2  1], then  ||x|| = 5.   
The norm of a residual vector is what people care about, not the particular numbers in its entries.   In fact, what really 

matters is the power of 10 in the norm of the residual vector, not the particular digits in the mantissas of its coordinates. For 
example, if  x1  is a calculated solution for  Ax = b, and if  ||b – Ax1|| is about  10-14, this suggests that  x1  is a pretty good 
solution.  But if  ||b – Ax1||  is about  10-4,  x1  is probably not very accurate.   

A remarkable fact about professionally written matrix software today is that the algorithms used do give very 
accurate answers for the vast majority of real world problems.  The algorithms in such software are also efficient, meaning 
they do a minimum amount of calculation and run quite fast, even on very big problems.  

However, there are some matrices for which computer calculations are likely to be inaccurate, no matter how good the 
algorithm.  Professional software checks and when it detects such a matrix, it warns the user that some matrix involved in 
the calculation is poorly conditioned.  For now, think of  A  being poorly conditioned as meaning the entries of A  and  
A-1 differ dramatically in size.  The opposite of being poorly conditioned is being well conditioned.  There is discussion 
about condition number in Section 2.3 of Lay’s text, and more on page 4 below.   

In the questions below, you will calculate solutions to both well conditioned and poorly conditioned systems Ax = b, 
by three different methods.  Each method uses somewhat different calculations.  You will see that the solutions can be a 
little different even when A is well conditioned, and they vary dramatically when A is poorly conditioned.  
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One more definition will be useful.  A Hilbert matrix is one of the form  
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matrices are poorly conditioned, in fact the larger they are, the more poorly conditioned they are. They are used as examples 
and to test software, which is why  MATLAB has a command for generating them.  To see some, type  hilb(3),  hilb(4) . 
 

Instructions:  To begin, type  format  short,  format  compact .  That second command will suppress some of the blank 
lines that usually appear between MATLAB calculations, so more information will fit on the screen at the same time.   
 

Insert a diskette into your  a:  drive and type   diary  a:roundoff .   This opens a text file called  roundoff  on your 
diskette.  Everything that appears on the screen from now on will be stored there, until either you close that file or exit 
MATLAB.  Thus the command  diary  provides a way to record your calculations so you can study them later.  Now do 
questions 2-7.  You will be asked to record some information in Tables 1 and 2 below.  
 

2. (MATLAB)   Type the following lines to create 8 matrices and 4 vectors.  The command  rand(n,m)  creates an  nxm  
matrix with random number entries.  For the larger matrices, use semicolons as indicated so you do not have to look at so 
much data:   
 

A1 = rand(5,5), A2 = rand(10,10); A3 = rand(20,20); A4 = rand(30,30); 
H1 = hilb(5), H2 = hilb(10); H3 = hilb(20); H4 = hilb(30); 
b1 = rand(5,1), b2 = rand(10,1); b3 = rand(20,1); b4 = rand(30,1); 

 

3. (MATLAB)  Solve the equation  A1x = b1, using three different methods as indicated below.  Each method is theoretically 
correct but you will see that the solutions differ some, especially for the larger size matrices.  The three methods are 
discussed some on page 4 below.   

(a) For simplicity, rename the matrix and vector and store the size by typing 
A = A1;  b = b1;  n = 5;    

 
Then type the following three lines to solve the equation  Ax = b  three different ways and to calculate the residual vector 
for each method.  Notice semicolons are used to suppress printing the vectors at first, then the solutions are printed side 
by side, and the residual vectors are printed side by side.  For the larger vectors you will appreciate the economy of space 
and how easy it is to compare them when displayed this way.   
 
 x1 = A\b;  res1 = b – A*x1;          
 x2 = inv(A)*b;  res2 = b – A*x2;      
 P  = rref([A  b]);  x3 = P(:, n+1);  res3 = b – A*x3;   

[x1  x2  x3] 
 [res1  res2  res3]      
 

(b)  Type the following line and inspect to find the power of  10  that appears in these norms.  In the  A1  column of 
Table 1 below, record these powers of  10.    
 [ norm(res1)   norm(res2)   norm(res3) ]   
 

(c) Repeat the calculations above for  H1x = b1.  First type  A = H2 .  To avoid having to retype all the other 
MATLAB commands, just press the up arrow key until you find the line you want next, and press [Enter] to execute it 
again.  
 
4. (MATLAB)  Repeat the instructions in question 3  for  A2x = b2 and  H2x = b2, A3x = b3  and  H3x = b3, A4x = b4  and  H4x = 
b4.  For example, A2  has a different shape than A1, so you need to first type   

A = A2;  b = b2;  n = 10;   
 
and then do the calculations.  Again you can use the up arrow key to avoid having to retype the other commands.  
 

   Table 1.  Power of 10 in the norm of each residual vector 
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  A1  A2  A3  A4  H1  H2  H3  H4 
 

norm(res1) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
norm(res2) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
norm(res3) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
 
 

 Table 2.  Warnings about poor conditioning? 
 
  A1  A2  A3  A4  H1  H2  H3  H4 
 

x1 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
x2 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
 
Instructions continued.  This completes the numerical calculations for this project.  To answer the rest of the questions, 
you will need to inspect your diary file.   

First type  diary off  to close the file called  roundoff  on your diskette.   Use your favorite text editor to read it and 
answer questions  5 - 7.  (If you prefer, you could print the file instead of just reading it on the screen.  However it will be 
fairly long.)   
 

5.  Find the calculation of  x1 and  x2  for each different matrix.  Look carefully to find which matrices yielded a 
warning about poor conditioning after the calculation of  x1  or  x2.   List those matrices:   

 
 
 
 
Also, record all the warnings about poor conditioning that appeared, by putting "yes" in the appropriate places in 

Table 2 above.   See remarks below about why  rref   (i.e.,  the calculation of  x3)  will never print a warning.   
 

6. Examine the residual vectors  res1  and  res2  for each coefficient matrix.  Which coefficient matrices yielded 
smaller residual vectors, and which ones yielded larger residuals?   List these: 

 
 
 
 

 7. Discuss the matrices you listed in questions 5 and 6.  Are there some matrices that you think should have 
triggered warnings about poor conditioning but didn't?  Which ones and why do you think that?   
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Notes about the three solution methods.  The following notes compare the three methods used above.  Notice we are 
discussing only the solution of systems  Ax = b  when  A  is square and invertible. 
 

 MATLAB’s backslash function  \  uses the LU factorization algorithm with partial pivoting (see Section 2.5 of Lay’s 
text). This is the method people usually choose for professional scientific computing because it does the fewest arithmetic 
operations, hence is efficient, and because partial pivoting can greatly minimize roundoff error.  Backslash gives quite 
accurate results for most problems. 

 
The method using  inv  does more arithmetic than backslash:  first A-1 is calculated, by solving Ax = ei for each 

column  ei  of  I, then the product  A-1b  is calculated.   So it takes more time than backslash, and does more arithmetic, 
which is likely to create more roundoff error.   

 
The  rref  function was written to help students learn linear algebra, not for professional use.  It is pretty accurate for 

smaller matrices most of the time, but it is naïve because it does not check the condition of the coefficient matrix.  Also, it 
can be slow for larger matrices. 

 
Notes about Hilbert matrices.   

The  nxn  Hilbert matrix is  H  =  
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   .  Theoretically, every Hilbert matrix is invertible, but 

they are notoriously bad for floating point calculations.  The bigger Hilbert matrix  H  you use, the less accurate will be the 
solution to  Hx = b  when calculated with floating point arithmetic.  Some algorithms may appear to give somewhat more 
accurate results than others, but none will be very good for a big Hilbert matrix.  The problem is in the matrix itself.  These 
are classic examples of poorly conditioned matrices, so people use them as examples and test cases for algorithms, and that 
is why MATLAB has the command  hilb  for generating them.   
 

MATLAB actually has a function  invhilb  for calculating an exact inverse for a Hilbert matrix!   You might enjoy 
comparing  invhilb(n)  and   inv(hilb(n))  for several values of  n.  The  inv  function does floating point calculations, so it 
does not produce an exact inverse – in fact, when  n  is around 12 or larger, you will see that  inv(hilb(n))  produces a matrix 
which has very few entries even close to what they should be.  Type  help hilb  and  help  invhilb  for more information. 

 
Notes about condition number. 
 
 The formal definition of  condition number of a matrix A is  ||A || ||A-1|| .  (See Section 7.4 of Lay’s text.  The notation  
||B||  denotes the norm of the matrix B, and it is defined by  ||B|| = maximum of all  ||Bx||, taken over all  ||x|| = 1.  So the value of  
||B||  can be thought of as a measure of how much the mapping  B  distorts lengths in  Rn.)   We say a matrix is poorly 
conditioned if the condition number is quite large.  In practice, what people consider "large" is a matter of judgment and 
depends on the size of the matrix and other things.     
 
 In MATLAB you can estimate the condition of a matrix by typing  cond(A).   Instead of actually calculating  A-1  and 
the product of the norms, a clever algorithm is used to get a quick estimate.  In fact, MATLAB actually estimates the 
reciprocal of the condition of  A  and it reports “RCOND.”   So when  RCOND  is very small, that means  A  is poorly 
conditioned.   
 
 The most important thing for you to remember about solving linear systems is this:  any time professional software 
prints a warning about poor conditioning, be skeptical of the accuracy of the calculated results.  Consult a numerical 
analyst or references to see how the answer might be improved in such cases.  Sometimes you can get a better answer by 
increasing the number of digits used in the calculations; a better idea, if it works, is to reformulate the problem somehow to 
get a better conditioned coefficient matrix.   
 


